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Ethical Humanism is a humanist, religious and educational movement that nurtures 
religious humanism and has contributed to progressive causes for well over a 

century. Founded in 1885 as the Philadelphia Ethical Society, it is a member of the 
American Ethical Union. At the heart of the Ethical Society is the Sunday morning 

program that offers inspiration to help people live closer to their ethical ideals.
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June 14th, 2015 at 3:00 pm
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1906 rittenhouse square, philadelphia, pa   19103

preView concert: June 13th, 2015 at 7:30 pm

iVy hall, iic, 6331 lancaster aVenue, philadelphia, pa 19151

 of special note:

This series is made possible by members of the 
Ethical Humanist Society of Philadelphia, who have 
embraced and supported this idea and helped bring 
it to reality. Thanks also to John and Martha Haas 

and staff of the International Institute for Culture for 
providing Ivy Hall for our Saturday night preview 
concerts. Special thanks to Patricia Sinclair, who 

designed the logo that serves as the banner for this 
special initiative, and to Celeste Hardester for our 

posters and programs. The photograph is graciously 
provided by Nicholas Bell, Knoxville, TN. 



 
A Five-Part Series *

co- directed by
Rollin Wilber and Geoffrey Baker

Life’s conflicts, human aspirations . . . 
a thematic series exploring classical music 

born by human experience

November 30, 2014: sounds of our cultural crossroads  
A classical thanks-giving of music

January 25, 2015: harmony across Barriers 
Black origins in American classical music

March 1, 2015: oppression and transcendence: sounds of reaction

Sounds of reaction

April 19, 2015: of war and imprisonment: composing for mankind

Sanity sought through music

June 14, 2015: in concert with nature

Musical inspirations from our natural world

* Preview concerts will be held at 7:30 pm on the Saturday nights preceding the 
above dates. Location: Ivy Hall, International Institute for Culture

6331 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19151   215-877-9910   iiculture.org

Presented by 
fine art music company

Artistic Director, Rollin Wilber
in joint cooperation with 

the ethical humanist society of philadelphia
Leader, Hugh Taft-Morales

TaTyana Rashkovsky, Mezzo-sopRano, 
was born in Moscow, Russia, where she received her 
Bachelor of Music Degree at the Musical College 
of Moscow State Conservatory. She came to the 
United States, where she joined Advanced Studies 
program at the University of Southern California. 
After a successful audition for the Los Angeles 
Music Center Opera, she joined the company in the 
role of Die Vertraute in Srauss’s Electra opposite 
Leonie Rysanek, conducted by Randall Behr. Other 
highlights of her career include the roles of Enrichetta 
in I Puritani with Placido Domingo as a conductor, 
Lola in Cavalleria Rusticana, Orlofsky in Die 
Fledermaus, Maddalena and Giovanna in Rigoletto, 
3rd Lady in Magic Flute, Teresa in La Sonnambula 
and Mrs. Herring in Albert Herring, Sorceress in 

Dido and Aeneas with opera companies of San Jose, Santa Barbara Grand Opera, 
Opera Company of Philadelphia, New Jersey Verismo Opera and Vox Ama Deus. 
Her orchestral and oratorio engagements include Alto Soloist in Mahler’s Symphony 
no.2, Mozart’s C Minor Mass, Verdi’s Requiem, Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis, 9th 
Symphony and Choral Fantasy. Her recordings include Dido and Aeneas by Purcell, 
Choral Fantasy and 9th Symphony by Beethoven and Verdi Requiem. She has been 
teaching voice, choir and piano in the Philadelphia region for past nine years. She has 
been on the faculty of Fifth Stone Music School and presently teaches voice in The 
Philadelphia School and in her private studio. 

please plan to Join us again in the autumn.

Our 2015-16 seasOn begins in september
with an all-latin cOncert.

other highlights will include
a continuation of our thematic concerts,

concerts dedicated to single composers, and more.

If you ar not on our email list, please contact us at
info@fineartmusiccompany.com

Thank you for a wonderful season.
Rollin Wilber and Geoffrey Baker



PABLO CASALS (1876-1973)
EL CANT DELS OCELLS  (SONG OF THE BIRDS), for solo cello, with piano 

ANTON ARENSKY (1861-1906)
LANDYSH (LILY OF THE VALLEY),  from Six Romances, Op.38 No.2, 
for voice, cello, piano (from a poem by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky)

CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS (1835-1921)
VIOLONS DANS LE SOIR (Violins in the Evening), for voice, violin, piano

CLAUDE DEBUSSY (1862-1918) - pieces for solo piano
 LA CATHEDRALE ENGLOUTIE (The Engulfed Cathedral)
 REFLETS DANS L’EAU (Reflections in the Water)

MARION BAUER (1882-1955) 
UP THE OCKLAWAHA, tone-poem for violin and piano
 dedicated to Maud Powell, violinist

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897) 
 GESTILLTE SEHNSUCHT (Stilled Longing,) Op .91 #1, for voice, viola, piano

JOSEPH MARX (1882-1964) 
 DURCH EINSAMKEITEN, (Toward Peace), Op.4 #4 , for voice, viola, piano

ANTONIN DVORAK (1841-1904)
 SILENT WOODS (#5 of From the Bohemian Forest, op. 68) , for cello and piano

      ~ intermission -

ANTONIN DVORAK (1841-1904)
PIANO QUINTET IN A MAJOR, OP. 81, for two violins, viola, cello, piano
~ Allegro, ma non tanto
~ DUMKA – Andante con moto
~ SCHERZO (FURIANT) – Molto vivace
~ FINALE – Allegro

PROGRAM
Rollin Wilber and Katarzyna Marzec-Salwinski, piano

Megumu Kajino and Jonathan Moser, violins
Geoffrey Baker, viola      Carlos Javier, cello

Tatyana Rashkovsky, mezzo-soprano

 

About the Artists continued

Carlos Javier, Cellist, is originally from 
Las Vegas, NV. He attended the Cleveland 
Institute of Music where he was a student of 
Stephen Geber. He previously attended school at 
Colorado University where he studied with Judith 
Glyde and Andras Fejer, and has also attended 
numerous chamber music and orchestral music 
festivals. Carlos has helped create and manage 
Classical Revolution Cleveland and the Hudson 
Chamber Players, a nonprofit chamber music 
series in Hudson, OH. As a cellist, Carlos has 
been featured on NPR’s Performance Today and 
on WCLV. He has performed with members of 
the Takacs, Juilliard, and Cavani String Quartets. 
Carlos previously served on the cello staff at 

Baldwin Wallace University, as a faculty member at the Chamber Music Connection in 
Columbus, OH, and as a co-director for the CityMusic Kids program in Cleveland, OH. 
In his off time, Carlos enjoys graphic designing, riding his bike, and playing pick-up 
basketball.

kaTaRzyna MaRzec-salwinski, pianisT,  was 
born in Czestochowa (Poland), and made her debut as 
a soloist with the Czestochowa Philharmonic Orchestra 
in Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto in 1992. She 
continued her piano studies at the Academy of Music in 
Cracow, while simultaneously studying Musicology at the 
Jagiellonian University. Upon receiving Master of the Arts 
in Piano Performance, she moved to the United States, 
where she worked intensively with Pawel Checinski at 
the Chicago College of Performing Arts. Katarzyna has 
performed as a soloist with orchestras and various chamber 
ensembles in Europe, throughout the United States, in 
the Middle East and in Japan; performances include a 
devilishly difficult Second Piano Concerto by Prokofiev, 

with Maestro Luis Biava and TUSO. She has been particularly active as a performer 
of contemporary music, with several premieres in her career. Following her interest in 
literature and its connections to music, she was involved in a field of the Polish modern art 
song, both in making arrangements and performing. This earned her several awards (for 
the best accompaniment in 1994, for the best collaborative artist in 1995). Katarzyna has 
appeared in several concert series, among others “Mostly Music at NEIU” in Chicago and 
“Concerts at One” in New York, and performed live for radio and television. In 2014, she 
obtained her Doctoral of Musical Arts at Temple University. 
For more information, please visit www.katarzynamarzec.com.



About the Music
In our finale for this season of MUSIC AT ETHICAL ~ CONCERTS ON 
THE SQUARE, we take a first step on a “natural” journey in music-sharing. 
Composers find a well-spring of musical inspiration in poetry, imagery, and 
metaphor about human interaction with the earth.

We begin with an iconic figure in music, the cellist-composer-ethicist, 
Pau (Pablo) Casals (1876-1973), in order to represent how the human nature 
of music can carry important, universal meanings so very far for people. He 
is generally regarded as the pre-eminent cellist of the first half of the 20th 
century, and one of the greatest cellists of all time. Born in the Catalonian 
region of Spain, he always upheld the peace-seeking values of his cultural 
heritage. He made many recordings throughout his career of solo, chamber, 
and orchestral music, and was a conductor dedicated to making fine music 
accessible to working class people. A true pacifist, Casals often wrote letters 
and organized concerts on behalf of the oppressed, and he refused to perform 
in countries, such as the Soviet Union, Germany, and Italy, whose governments 
mistreated their citizens. After the Spanish Civil War (1936–39), when General 
Francisco Franco took power, Casals announced he would never return to Spain 
while Franco was in charge. He settled in Prades, France, and gave occasional 
concerts until 1946, when, to take a stand against tyrants such as Franco, Casals 
vowed never to perform again. 

Encouraged by friends, Casals resumed playing in 1950, participating in the 
Prades Festival, organized to honor Bach. At the end of the festival and every 
concert he gave after that, Casals played Song of the Birds, a Catalonian folk 
song, to protest the continued oppression in Spain. In 1956 he settled in Puerto 
Rico and started the Casals Festival, which led to the creation of a symphony 
orchestra and a music school on the island. Casals never returned to Spain. His 
characteristic behavior of not allowing himself to be limited in thinking about 
musical ideas is captured with splendid detail in the book, Conversations with 
Casals, by J. Ma. Corredor. Our concert begins with Casals’ unique musical 
tribute for mankind, born of his native Catalan.

Anton Arensky (1861-1906) was born in Novgorod, Russia, to a musical 
family, his father a doctor and amateur cellist, and his mother a pianist.  He 
began to study piano at the age of six, and to compose at nine.  Continuing 
studies at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov became 
his primary instructor. Arensky composed two symphonies, several operas, 
ballets, and compositions for solo piano; he is best known for his chamber 
works and songs (eighty art-songs and duets).  His vocal compositions are very 
appealing in their simplicity of expression and honest heartfelt lyricism. Much 
of his music shows a kinship with that of Tchaikovsky in its elegiac nature.  The 
poem used for his version of Landysh is an abridged version of a poem written 
by Tchaikovsky, a reverential love-and-art song inspired by the mystique found 
in the flower, lilly- of-the-valley. Besides conducting in Moscow, Arensky 

MeguMu KaJino, violinist, received both her Bachelor 
and Master degrees in Music from Temple University, Esther 
Boyer College of Music, in Philadelphia, PA, and studied violin 
with Yumi Ninomiya Scott and Jascha Brodsky (Temple), 
Sydney Humphreys (Victoria Conservatory of Music), and 
Yumiko Yamamoto and Hisako Tsuji (Sapporo, Japan). She 
was the recipient of the Schadt Trust Scholarship, Allentown 
Symphony Orchestra, and the Teacher/Performer Diploma 
of  A.V.C.M (Associate of Victoria Conservatory of Music), 
and the Superior Performance Prize from STV Radio Music 
Competition of Sapporo, Japan.
      
Meg has played violin in many orchestras including the 
Philadelphia Orchestra, Symphony in C, Chamber Orchestra 

of Philadelphia, Allentown Symphony, and the Saskatoon Symphony Orchestra. She has 
performed in festivals such as FOSJA (Casals Festival), ENCORE School for Strings, 
Cleveland Institute of Music, and Johannesen International School for the Arts. Her violin 
teaching career has extended more than twenty years: Victoria Conservatory of Music, 
Victoria Canada, Temple University Preparatory Division, New Jersey School of Music, 
Perkins Center for the Arts, and presently  Friends’ Central School.

Jonathan Moser, violinist,  has been 
a music lover ever since childhood when he 
would sit under the piano listening as his parents 
played Beethoven, Chopin, and Rachmaninoff. 
His formal musical education began as a violin 
student, an education he pursued through a 
Masters of Music in Performance degree from 
Arizona State University and a Bachelors of 
Music in Performance degree from Shenandoah 
University, with additional Doctoral studies in 
Performance. He has enjoyed working with many 
fantastic teachers including Katie McLin, James 
Stern, Sergiu Schwartz, Linda Cerone, and Ronda 
Cole.  He has performed in masterclasses with 
Jaime Laredo, Claude Frank, Sylvia Rosenberg, Shlomo Mintz, and Sergiu Luca. An active 
performer, Mr. Moser has toured extensively with Sandip Burman – an internationally 
renowned tabla artist, was a member of the Wheeling Symphony and the Erie Philharmonic, 
and has been an active recitalist. He was winner of the Pittsburgh Concert Society Solo 
Competition, the Philadelphia College of Bible Solo Competition (2 years), the Northern 
Virginia Music Teachers Association Solo Competition, the Shenandoah University 
Concerto competition, and was a finalist in the National Symphony Orchestra’s Young 
Soloists Competition. Mr. Moser enjoys spending every spare moment with his wife and 
their three young children.



About the Artists
Rollin wilbeR, pianisT, was raised in 
the New York area, within an extended family 
of professional musicians (father 1st Horn with 
the NY Philharmonic; mother, 1st Horn with 
the New York City Ballet Orchestra). He began 
piano studies at age eight with his grandmother, 
a rare female concert violinist in 1900, and 
started performing publicly at the age of 16. He 
graduated from high school one year early and 
began studies with Temple University’s Maryan 
Filar, internationally acclaimed pianist and 

Chopin interpreter with whom he continued studies beyond college. In 1980, he competed 
in the Chopin competition in Warsaw. He has been an active recitalist for the last forty 
years, including playing concerto solos with local orchestras. 

His background is extensive in chamber music and accompanying; he performed regularly 
with his own piano-violin-cello trio in the 1990’s. He teaches piano, and is a composer of 
piano and vocal works, and written works performed for the theater. He created his own 
series of dramatic narratives within a music recital, presented as Stories in Concert, and 
developed original seminar series called the Art of Listening and For the Love of Music 
(exploring the language of expression in live music). Most recently, he has developing 
series of salon-styled concerts and special music seminars, presented by his group, Fine 
Art Music Company, with innovative programming that aims at deepening audience 
involvement and musical understanding.

GeoffRey bakeR, violist performs chamber 
music, solo recitals, and with ensembles from 
Harrisburg to Atlantic City. Recent highlights included 
Max Bruch’s Double Concerto with the Bryn Athyn 
Orchestra as viola soloist and with the band Earth Wind 
and Fire and the Reading Symphony Orchestra. 

Geoffrey earned degrees from Johns Hopkins and Yale 
universities and attended Northern Illinois University 
and the Eastman School, where his teachers included 
Jesse Levine, Joseph de Pasquale, and the Tokyo 
and Vermeer string quartets. Following studies at 
the American Conservatory of Fontainebleau and the 
Academie de Musique de Biarritz, France, he was a 
guest violist with the American Institute for Musical 
Studies (AIMS) Festival Opera Orchestra in Graz, 
Austria. A teaching artist with Play On, Philly!, a non-
profit dedicated to achieving positive social change 
through music education, Geoffrey teaches the violin to 
children from west Philadelphia daily. 

About the Music continued

held teaching posts at the Moscow Conservatory from 1882 to 1895 and the 
directorship of the imperial chapel at St. Petersburg from 1895 to 1901.

The romantic composer, pianist, organist, and teacher, Camille Saint-Sans 
(1835-1921), was born in Paris, France. He gave his first recital as a child in 
1846, and studied organ at the Paris Conservatory. He wrote highly admired, 
popular works: Carnival of the Animals, “Organ” Symphony, the opera 
Samson and Delilah, concertos for violin, cello, piano, and Danse Macabre. 
It is to our pleasure here that Saint-Sans joined the worlds of chamber 
music and song. Violons dans le soir (1907) is one of a number of songs with 
instrumental obligato and the violin is deployed to bewitching effect to enhance 
the atmosphere of Anna de Noailles’ text. The violin has a degree of bravura 
display, and yet it never obscures the voice. The interludes for violin and piano 
add to the progress of the song, and a sense of dialogue comes alive between 
the two protagonists.

We then turn to water, one of nature’s most basic elements, which lends itself 
so well to impressionism. From French composer, Claude Debussy (1862-
1918), come solo piano pieces of musical impressionism (“a musical depiction, 
or allusion, of an image or idea”). As the winner of the 1884 Prix de Rome 
with his composition L’enfant prodigue, Debussy received a scholarship to 
the Académie des Beaux-Arts, which included a four-year residence at the 
Villa Medici, the French Academy in Rome, to further his studies from 1885 to 
1887. He found the artistic atmosphere stifling. In June 1885, Debussy wrote 
of his desire to follow his own way, saying, “I am sure the Institute would not 
approve, for, naturally it regards the path which it ordains as the only right one. 
But there is no help for it! I am too enamored of my freedom, too fond of my 
own ideas!”

He later wrote, “I have made mysterious Nature my religion.  When I gaze at a 
sunset sky and spend hours contemplating its marvelous ever-changing beauty, 
an extraordinary emotion overwhelms me. Nature in all its vastness is truthfully 
reflected in my sincere though feeble soul. To feel the supreme and moving 
beauty of the spectacle to which Nature invites her ephemeral guests! … that 
is what I call prayer.”These self-proclaimed approaches to Debussy’s own life, 
to nature and to art, find residence in the two works presented. The Sunken 
Cathedral is a tone poem based on an ancient Breton myth in which a cathedral, 
submerged underwater off the coast of the Island of Ys  (a mythical city, built 
on the coast of Brittany, northwest France, and later swallowed by the ocean), 
rises in supernatural glory. It is an exploration of emptiness filled with sounds, 
evoking images and story, but primarily invoking our human imaginations. 
This is equally so in Reflections in the Water, part of a sophisticated set of 
piano pieces the composer called Images. It is Debussy at some of his most 
naturalistically sensual, and is virtually finger-painting with tones.



This opens our senses to an unusual tone-poem created for violin and piano, 
literally derived from a violinist’s boating trip overnight, up the “mysterious” 
Ocklawaha River in the Florida Everglades. As composer Marion Bauer (1882-
1955) tells us in violinist Maud Powell’s earnest, lurid description to her: “...that 
the grotesque weavings of the thick Spanish moss about the trunks and on long 
tree branches had cast gloomy, ominous shadows, and that on the upper deck of 
the boat they had built a fire of pine-knots to dissipate the gloom; and when the 
flames shot up and illumined the scene it was at once grand and awful... I was 
deeply impressed with the picture which had been forming itself into the musical 
images in my mind ever since she had begun to talk.” Maud Powell wrote a 
poem/impression of this experience, reprinted here in our lyrics section.

Marion Bauer was American-born, an important figure who contributed greatly 
to American musical life as a composer, teacher, writer and critic; she was also a 
great supporter of her contemporaries, and wrote and lectured about their music.

It was ever thus that Maud Powell urged Bauer to write something for her; Bauer 
always demurred, saying, “wait until I have the inspiration.” Now the moment 
had materialized. Bauer writes, “I went to my rooms and immediately set to 
work at the piece, having a theme knocking insistently at my head. And so, a few 
hours later, I went back to her and showed her the almost completed sketches. 
There were tears in her eyes when she handed it back to me and said, ‘It is just as 
though you had been there.’ So she played it and it was really hers.”

The piece went on to be acclaimed, “as good a piece of program music that has 
ever been penned;”  “... highly original and fascinatingly weird” and “always 
poetic.” The recipient of the work, Maud Powell (acclaimed to be the greatest 
American violin virtuoso of the 19th and early-20th centuries) declared that 
she had “never experienced a more remarkable expression of color and picture 
drawing in music than this work.”

A healing and tender yearning for peacefulness ensues in the next two works, 
beginning with Gestillte Sehnsucht (Stilled Longing), by Johannes Brahms 
(1833-1897), in poetry that asks of our human selves,
 “You longings that move my heart,

   When will you rest, when will you sleep?”
It is one of two songs he composed for alto voice, viola, and piano, with a text 
by Friedrich Ruckert, and dedicated to the wife of Brahms’ dear friend and great 
violinist, Joseph Joachim. One critic wrote that in Brahms’ songs, “art-song and 
folk-song are blissfully at one.” Drawing from nature was particularly prevalent 
in Brahms lyric choices, and music moves like air currents around phrases telling 
of “the trembling gold of the sun, whispering wind, little birds and distant stars.” 
Brahms himself frequented evocative natural settings in his travels, for long 
walks and stays; he seemed to have consumed the natural world’s life-renewing 
substance with great gulps.

About the Music continued About the Music continued

Joseph Marx (1882-1964) was an Austrian composer, teacher and critic; he was 
a highly gifted self–taught musician and early in life he stood up to his parents 
who forbade him to play the piano. He pursued studies in philosophy, art history, 
German studies, and music at Graz University, earning several degrees including 
a doctorate in 1909. His thesis was an expansion of a 1907 scholarly study of 
tonality, in which he coined the term “atonality”. He began composing seriously 
in 1908, and over the next four years he produced about 120 songs. A skilled and 
imaginative composer, his music was largely overlooked because it did not follow 
the vogue for atonal or serial composition. In Durch Einsamkeiten, nature again 
offers us background for life’s journey: “... Through enclosures of wild forests, 
Over fog-shrouded expanses... “ – then, to the ferryman, rowing his passenger 
to ”a silent country... eternally desired - To peace...”  The place of longing from 
which our concert-stories began.

Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904), born near Prague, in Nelahozeves, Bohemia, 
Austrian Empire (now in Czech Republic), was noted worldwide for turning 
folk material into the language of 19th-century Romantic music. His melodies 
and rhythms often embrace folk traditions of his native Czechoslovakia and 
surrounding locales. Dvorak introduced local dances of characteristic rhythm or 
form into his own music, such as the Furiant and the Ukranian Dumka, both found 
as movements in the A major Piano Quintet. In 1893, he came to America with 
his family, and took up the director post in the National Conservatory of Music in 
New York City. Dvorak’s time in America and his interest n the music of Native 
Americans and African Americans showed the way for others, and his New World 
Symphony particularly set an example.

To pave the way for listening to his remarkable and joyful Piano Quintet in A, we 
step for a moment into From the Bohemian Forest.  Dvorak wrote it as a series 
of charming sketches depicting the evocative atmosphere of the Sumava region, 
an extensive mountain range and forest in South Bohemia. He later arranged an 
enchanting part of the cycle, Silent Woods, for cello and piano, which we play 
today. 

Editors for the first critical edition of Dvorak’s music write these enobling words:
“The rare freshness of its spontaneous creation is apparent also in the work itself, 
which may be described as one of the most authentic and self-revealing musical 
portraits we possess. In it is contained the quintessence of Dvorak’s personality: 
a man seemingly very reserved, living his life of ideas far removed from 
everyday things, still wandering in the Elysian fields of musical imagination, now 
frowningly lost in thought, now smiling and happy, full of the exaltation of living 
and creating. Here is a spirit whose moods are as numberless and changeable 
as the sky in spring and, above all, a genius consecrated to his art, whose soul, 
in closest communion with nature, creates works of rare purity and individual 
beauty.”

Program notes by Rollin Wilber


